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Here I offer automotive diagnostic training with an emphasis on engine performance, computer
controls and electrical systems troubleshooting. My specialty is engine performance
diagnostics, and I have written a text book that I use for my students. It is meant to be a field
manual, one that they will actually take with them when they finish school. It is full of diagnostic
strategies and testing procedures. This book is available to the public as an eBook or paper
book at In addition, I also offer a library of video resources, showing how to perform the
diagnostic techniques taught both in my book and in my class. Both my free channel
ScannerDanner on YouTube , and my paid subscription channel ScannerDanner Premium have
coordinated playlists that match the chapters in my book and the flow of my class. Buy The
Book! Log in Register. Remember me. Welcome to ScannerDanner. Buy the Book! You are now
being logged in using your Facebook credentials. Log in. Forgot your password? Forgot your
username? Create an account. Buy The Book! Index Recent Topics Search. Log in Username.
Remember me. Log in Forgot your password? Welcome Mat topics. We encourage new
members to introduce themselves here. Get to know one another and share your interests. Re:
Hello from Roundup, Montana by Andy. MacFadyen 19 Feb A place to ask questions about
specific ScannerDanner videos or testing procedures listed in ScannerDanner's Engine
Performance Diagnostics book. Video Links From The Book 13 topics. Post your repair
questions here topics. Help us help you. By posting the year, make, model and engine near the
beginning of your help request, followed by the symptoms no start, high idle, misfire etc. Along
with any prevalent Diagnostic Trouble Codes, aka DTCs, other forum members will be able to
help you get to a solution more quickly and easily! Diagnostic tools and techniques topics. Lab
Scope Discussion topics. MacFadyen Yesterday Suggestion Box 88 topics. Have some
feedback and input to share? Don't be shy and drop us a note. We want to hear from you and
strive to make our site better and more user friendly for our guests and members a like. Re:
Known good Scope pattern libra Off Topic Section topics. Re: Pairing up locally-Sacramento,
Auto Parts 67 topics. The place for auto parts discussion. Parts, prices, recommendations, and
anything related. Re: Struggling to get sober. Powered by Kunena Forum. You are now being
logged in using your Facebook credentials. Welcome Mat topics We encourage new members to
introduce themselves here. Post your repair questions here topics Help us help you. Suggestion
Box 88 topics Have some feedback and input to share? Off Topic Section topics A place for
things that don't fit into the automotive world. Auto Parts 67 topics The place for auto parts
discussion. Log in. Forgot your password? Forgot your username? Create an account. Please
Log in or Create an account to join the conversation. Cheryl wrote: Has anyone used the ats
Escan before that Bernie Thomson made? If not, it's still worth it's weight in gold, just curious.
Noah wrote: My impression was that it is a very capable tool that's hard to squeeze the
functions out of Just my experience. I really wanted to fall in love with that tool, but it just
wasn't meant to be Buy The Book! Index Recent Topics Search. Log in Username. Remember
me. Log in Forgot your password? Start Prev 1 2 3 Next End. MacFadyen Scantool Reviews was
created by Andy. If you have bought a new Scantool this is a thread to give us your user
experience with it. Last edit: 06 Aug by Andy. The following user s said Thank You: sajnoor.
Launch X Pro Mini. Pretty solid scan tool. Boot time is usually about 1 minute to 1. Bi-directional
controls and programming controls are nice. Power balance on Fords and Injector power
balance test on GM's have made misfire diagnostics pretty quick in most situations.
Manufacturer specific data is really nice when it comes to no starts. Key programming is
nowhere near as good as the old and dusty autel I dislike the graphing view and the user
interface sometimes frustrates me. I also really dislike that it backs out of everything when you
"cancel" on some operations. Thinking out loud always helps me in the process. The following
user s said Thank You: Noah , Andy. MacFadyen , sajnoor. Has anyone used the ats Escan
before that Bernie Thomson made? I did try it, but I didn't give it a fair chance in all honesty. I
was more interested in learning the Verus. I guess that's why call me The Working Man. I had
been a skeptic of Autel for a long time, but I was looking for a tool that I could keep on me at all
times and quickly plug into a car and get me started on a diagnosis. I wanted something that the
OBD2 side was easily accessible for when I do emissions repairs. I wanted to easily see
readiness monitors and stuff like that since everyone waits until they need new plates to get
this stuff repaired. I should mention that I am a mechanic for a living. I know not everyone on
this forum is, so some of this may seem over the top. Most of the vehicles that I work on, but
not all, I have factory tooling for. GM, Ford, Chrysler, Toyota, etc. So my opinion of this tool is
somewhat based off of my experience with those. Some of the special functions I prefer the way
the Tech 2 is laid out, but a lot of that is due to the fact that I've been using a Tech 2 for 20
years. In case you aren't familiar with the Tech 2, it is the GM factory scan tool from some
models. I would consider Autel strong on GM up to this point. As far as newer GM products are

concerned, I have used the Autel on some, but mostly have stuck to the MDI 2, mostly because
I'm familiar with the layout and I'm still getting to know the newer GM products. For Ford, there
are a couple of things I don't like much. The biggest one with me is the data display. When you
choose data display on the Autel, it lists all of the possible data for the module. So, for example
it would show you every thing that the PCM can possibly show. Sure, that's not a bad thing that
they included all of that, but it is A LOT to scroll through. The IDS software, which is the factory
Ford software lets you pick and choose what data you want to see before you actually see the
data, which is nice, and really helps keep the screen clean. Admittedly, the data display is
probably my favorite thing about the IDS. One glaring omission from the Autel on Ford products
is the power balance. It used to be there, but I think this was part of a lawsuit a couple of years
ago, so it's not there anymore. Everyone here probably knows that Ford isn't so great about
setting a DTC for the misfiring cylinder for quite a long time, so the power balance is a great test
in IDS. On Chrysler vehicles it has worked well. At least on older ones. I have Witech 2, so that's
what I use on newer ones anyway. A big thing coming down the road for Chrysler and probably
all others eventually is the secure gateway. On Asian cars, I have no complaints. Probably the
biggest thing on Honda and Toyota that I like about it is that I can command the various evap
solenoids and VSV's on while I'm under the car and not have to have a laptop with me like the
factory tools. It works well for that. The OBD side of the tool is nice and laid out in a neat and
clean way, easy to scan for DTC's, data is right there and it's easy to see what monitors are
available, and which ones have ran. The version I bought is the because I wanted the smaller
size. I didn't buy the J box with it since I mostly use factory tools, and this version didn't come
with the TPMS stuff. I just wanted this as a diagnostic tool and that's what I use it for, to get in
there and get me what I need. It probably exceeded my expectations for an aftermarket tool that
it in this price range. I purchased it from AES Wave and they couldn't have been nicer. I will buy
more stuff from them because of it. I hope this wasn't too long winded, but I just thought I'd give
my 2 cents on this tool. Let me know if anyone has any specific questions and I'll try my best to
answer. MacFadyen , jose. MacFadyen Replied by Andy. MacFadyen on topic Scantool Reviews.
Talk about value! No other scanner I'm aware of provides this level of functionality for such a
ridiculously low price. Hardware requirements are low, so just about any Windows laptop will
do. It'll pull codes, sure. But FORScan really shines in the more advanced features. Like scan
data - not only does it provide live data, it'll allow you to observe data from multiple modules
simultaneously. Provided they're on the same network, anyway. No other aftermarket scanner
I've used allows this. Tyler, that is amazing. I've heard of Forscan, but honestly never knew what
it was. I can't believe how cheap it is. I'm still a bit unsure on that, TBH. But individual outputs, I
don't think so? I'm unsure because when you select scan data PIDs, there's an option for
'Control', with a relevant list of outputs. But it doesn't work. Can't tell if it's a bug, or I'm not
doing it right. Speaking of scan data, the graphing data isn't amazing. The graphing data is
under the Oscilloscope tab. Definitely a bit misleading Is MultiEcuScan very powerful and
covers all Fiat. Systems I have used it a few times for ABS and power steering issues. I found
the graphing of wheel speed sensors is pretty good. Last edit: 10 Aug by Andy. Thoughts so far:
Pros : - It fills in the gaps of the Snappy coverage, just like I wanted it to. More data PIDs are
there, too, like rear fuel trim and spark duration. I've kept it running for several hours at a time
with no need to recharge. Of course, it's brand new, so who knows how that'll play out over the
life of the tool. All saved data is listed by date and vehicle in an easy to use menu. File
Attachment: File Name: escapeauto Last edit: 08 Sep by Tyler. I'm interested to hear more of
your experience with it. My impression was that it is a very capable tool that's hard to squeeze
the functions out of I spent 40 minutes on an Acura with an ABS light and got absolutely no
where. I plugged in the Solus and the car was fixed in a matter of minutes. I felt the same with a
friend's Mercedes C class. Sure, it had functions the snap on couldn't touch, but without
Mercedes level factory training I didn't know WTF they were. And if I did have factory level
training, I'd have factory level tooling! I didn't know you had tried it! Glad to hear your
experience wasn't perfect, either. More thoughts: Pros : - On board wiring diagrams are
fantastic. I didn't think I'd care for this feature much? Since the shop has Mitchell and IDFix
subscriptions, accessible on my laptop. But they really come in handy. AND they're accessible
away from the car, as long as you have internet access. Seriously, I didn't know how much I
wanted this feature. Cons - Getting live data out of a Honda Element today was slooooooow. It
also likes to throw random PIDs in, even though the car doesn't support them. Did the same
thing to my Escape. Didn't really bother me, but a rookie would get thrown off track. So much of
the extra features require wifi when nearly everything is built into the snap on stuff. I'm sure
that's no problem for many shops, but it is a limitatio
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n not the less. I know it's been over a month, but maybe it's still a mystery! I spent more time
than I should have on a vehicle trying to figure this out myself. I ran out of time to see if any of it
worked but there is actually another button on the bottom of the screen, next to the PID options
button that's always grayed out that you have to hit. It should come up as 'Control' when
hovered over. Only had a couple minutes but while I was able to find the menu, couldn't get any
outputs to actually work. The Forscan forums say the module needs to be put into a diagnostic
mode in order to use output commands, which is news to me and am unsure if the Forscan
software does that automatically when an output command is sent. Another step in the right
direction. Maybe someone will solve the final piece of the puzzle. Not Allowed: to create new
topic. Not Allowed: to reply. Not Allowed: to edit your message. Powered by Kunena Forum.
You are now being logged in using your Facebook credentials.

